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To Do or Not to Do: The Neural Signature of Self-Control
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Voluntary action is fundamental to human existence. Recent research suggests that volition involves a specific network of brain activity,
centered on the fronto-median cortex. An important but neglected aspect of intentional action involves the decision whether to act or not.
This decision process is crucial in daily life because it allows us to form intentions without necessarily implementing them. In the present
study, we investigate the neural correlates of intentionally inhibiting actions using functional magnetic resonance imaging. Our data
show that a specific area of the fronto-median cortex is more strongly activated when people prepare manual actions but then intention-
ally cancel them, compared with when they prepare and then complete the same actions. Our results suggest that the human brain
network for intentional action includes a control structure for self-initiated inhibition or withholding of intended actions. The mental
control of action has an enduring scientific interest, linked to the philosophical concept of “free will.” Our results identify a candidate
brain area that reflects the crucial decision to do or not to do.
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Introduction
The ability to form intentions and translate them into action is
characteristically human. The human brain contains a network
for intentional action, centered on the fronto-median cortex
(Ball et al., 1999; Cunnington et al., 2002; Lau et al., 2004; Nachev
et al., 2005). This network forms intentions about when and how
to act (Libet et al., 1983; Haggard and Eimer, 1999) and also
generates the conscious experience of intending (Fried et al.,
1991; Lau et al., 2004). This network can partly be separated from
brain areas that coordinate responses to external stimuli (Gold-
berg, 1985). Responding to external stimuli primarily involves a
circuit including the parietal lobes and lateral premotor areas
(Ammon and Gandevia, 1990). In contrast, when people make
intentional actions that are endogenous rather than related to an
immediate stimulus, a network of medial frontal areas is more
strongly involved, including the presupplementary motor area
(pre-SMA) and the cingulate motor area (CMA) (Ball et al., 1999;
Cunnington et al., 2002; Lau et al., 2004; Nachev et al., 2005).

Human action generally involves selection. In the case of in-
tentional action, the selection is internally generated, rather than
specified by external stimuli. Previous studies focused on select-
ing when to perform a specific action (Jahanshahi et al., 1995;
Jenkins et al., 2000; Nachev et al., 2005) or on how to achieve a
desired action goal by selecting between alternative possible
movements (Dirnberger et al., 1998; Lau et al., 2004; Waszak et
al., 2005). However, few studies have considered the more fun-
damental process of selecting whether to make an action or not.

Nevertheless, this decision whether to act often has critical con-
sequences. For example, there is a clear distinction between in-
tending to hit someone and actually hitting them. Many human
societies acknowledge this distinction by requiring both physical
action (the actus reus of Roman Law) and conscious intention
(mens rea) to attribute legal and moral responsibility. Humans
therefore have a widely acknowledged ability to make or withhold
actions, on which society and culture rely but the neural basis of
which remains poorly understood.

The frontal lobes have previously been identified with inhibi-
tion of responses to external stimuli (Konishi et al., 1998; Rubia et
al., 2001; Aron et al., 2003). However, it remains unclear whether
the endogenous decision to execute or inhibit an intended action
involves an analogous system for endogenous inhibition of inten-
tional action. In the present experiment, we investigated the brain
processes associated with endogenous inhibition using an estab-
lished method for reporting the conscious experience of inten-
tional action in combination with event-related functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Materials and Methods
Participants. Nineteen participants were recruited in a behavioral pre-
experiment. We selected 15 participants on the basis of this pre-
experiment. Selection was not based on behavioral data but on an infor-
mal interview in which we asked participants how they performed the
task and followed the instructions. Four subjects reported that they were
not able to follow the instructions and were excluded. The remaining 15
subjects (seven males and eight females; mean age, 26.06 years) had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the subjects had a history
of neurological, major medical, or psychiatric disorders. All were right
handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh Inventory. One additional subject
was excluded because of excessive head movement during scanning.

Design. In the present experiment (Fig. 1) participants were instructed
to freely decide when to execute a simple key press while observing a
rotating clock hand (Libet et al., 1983). Furthermore, they were told to
cancel the intended response at the last possible moment in some trials
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that they freely selected. After each trial, they
had to determine the clock position when they
formed the intention to act. Our interest fo-
cused on the comparison between trials in
which subjects intentionally inhibited the ac-
tion and trials in which they intentionally exe-
cuted it.

The fMRI experiment consisted of six exper-
imental blocks with 20 trials each. In four
blocks, participants had to press a key (action
condition) or inhibit the key press (inhibition
condition). In the other two blocks, partici-
pants had to respond to a tone (tone
condition).

Each trial began with a clock face appearing
on the screen. Participants initiated the trial by
pressing a key with their left index finger. After
a random delay of 500 –2000 ms, the clock hand
appeared at a random position and began to
rotate once (period, 3000 ms). The clock hand
always made at least one full turn. In the action
and inhibition trials, participants had two addi-
tional rotation cycles to initiate the key press
(action trials) or intend the key press and afterward inhibit it (inhibi-
tion). After a key press in the action condition, the clock hand continued
to rotate for another 1500 –3000 ms and then disappeared. In inhibition
trials, the hand simply disappeared after three rotations. Participants
reported the time point when they decided to act by using a trackball to
reposition a cursor at the relevant position on the clock face. They oper-
ated with their right hand. Participants had a 10 s time period to operate
the trackball. In tone blocks, participants started the trial as in action
blocks. However, in this condition, a tone was presented during the two
rotations after the first rotation. The timing of the tone was yoked to the
key-press action in action trials. Participants did not make voluntary key
presses and had to indicate the onset of the tone with the trackball. Other
details were as for action trials. After each trial, a random interval be-
tween 1000 and 3000 ms occurred before the next trial started.

MRI scanning procedure. The experiment was performed on a 3T scan-
ner (Medspec 30/100; Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). Twenty axial slices
(19.2 cm field of view, 64 � 64 matrix, 4 mm thickness, 1 mm spacing),
parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure plane and
covering the entire brain, were acquired using a single-shot, gradient-
recalled echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time, 2000 ms;
echo time, 30 ms, 90° flip angle). Before the functional runs, 20 corre-
sponding anatomical modified driven equilibrium Fourier transforma-
tion (MDEFT) slices and 20 EPI–T1 slices were acquired. Stimuli were
displayed by a liquid crystal display projector on a backprojection screen
mounted in the bore of the magnet behind the participants’ head.

fMRI analysis. Analysis of fMRI data was performed using the LIPSIA
software package. Data were filtered using a spatial Gaussian filter with
� � 1. A temporal high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/80 Hz was
used for baseline correction. In addition, a global scaling was performed.
All functional data sets were individually registered into three-
dimensional space using the participants’ individual high-resolution an-
atomical images. The two-dimensional anatomical MDEFT slices, geo-
metrically aligned with the functional slices, were used to compute a
transformation matrix containing rotational and translational parame-
ters that register the anatomical slices with the three-dimensional refer-
ence T1 data set. These transformation matrices were normalized to the
standard Talairach brain size by linear scaling and finally applied to the
individual functional data. The statistical evaluation was performed us-
ing the general linear model for serially autocorrelated observations. The
design matrix for event-related analysis was created using a model of the
hemodynamic response with a variable delay. The trigger for the event-
related analysis was the subject’s judgment of the time at which they
experienced the intention to act, in the case of action and inhibition
trials, or the judgment of tone onset in the case of tone trials. In inhibition
trials, the temporal judgment was ambiguous because it could be related
to the first or second rotation of the clock hand in which the subject was

instructed to perform actions. Therefore, we put the trigger in the middle
of both possible time points. The model equation was convolved with a
Gaussian kernel with a dispersion of 4 s full-width at half-maximum.
Contrast maps were generated for each participant. A one-sample t test of
contrast maps across participants (random-effects model) was com-
puted to ascertain whether observed differences between conditions were
significantly different. Subsequently, t values were transformed into z
scores. We only report cortical regions with a z � 0.001 and a volume size
lager than 225 mm 3 corresponding to five measured adjacent voxels (3 �
3 � 5 mm).

Results
Subjects reported the subjective experience of deciding to initiate
action a mean of �141 ms before the key press on action trials
(Libet et al., 1983). The mean proportion of inhibition trials was
45.5%, but there were large interindividual differences, with the
proportion of inhibition trials ranging from 28 to 62%.

To determine the brain areas that were involved in inhibition
of intentional action, we contrasted inhibition trials with action
trials. This contrast yielded activation in the dorsal fronto-
median cortex (dFMC; Brodmann’s area 9) (Fig. 2A), the left and
right anterior ventral insula (Fig. 2B), and the right superior
temporal sulcus (STS) (Table 1).

The reverse contrast between action trials and inhibition trials
yielded activation in a number of motor-related areas such as the
primary sensorimotor cortex and the cerebellum but no activa-
tion in medial or lateral prefrontal cortex. The absence of any
significant difference in areas known to be involved in prepara-
tion of voluntary action, such as pre-SMA and SMA (Cunnington
et al., 2003), suggests that subjects prepared intentional actions
equally both in the action trials and in the inhibition trials. This is
consistent with previous reports of comparable readiness poten-
tials in action and in inhibition trials. Our conclusion was also
supported by separately comparing both action and inhibition
trials with control “tone” trials in which subjects never prepared
or made actions. Both contrasts yielded a significant ( p � 0.001)
activation focus in the SMA/pre-SMA. The peak of the
preparation-related activation was in a very similar location for
the action trials (x � �1, y � �5, z � 59) and for the inhibition
trials (x � 4, y � 0, z � 62). Parameter estimates for the pre-SMA
(x � �1, y � �5, z � 59) show no significant difference in
activation strength for the action and inhibition condition (t(13)

� 0.76; p � 0.45) (Fig. 3A). Moreover, this preparation-related

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental conditions. In the action condition, participants had to initiate a willed action
and judge the onset of their intention. In the inhibition condition, they had to initiate an action but then inhibit it in the last
moment. Again, they were required to judge the onset of the intention to act. In the tone condition, a tone was presented, and
participants had to judge the onset of the tone. max., Maximum.
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activation was spatially quite distinct from the dFMC activation
found when contrasting inhibition trials with action trials (x �
�1, y � 42, z � 32).

We hypothesized that the level of neural activity in any puta-
tive area for endogenous inhibition should increase the probabil-
ity of inhibiting action. We therefore correlated each subject’s
percentage of inhibition trials with their inhibition-related acti-
vation, defined as the difference between dFMC activations for
inhibition and action trials. This showed a positive correlation
(r � 0.47; p � 0.05, one-tailed): participants with stronger
inhibition-related dFMC activation inhibited actions more
frequently.

Finally, we were interested in the relationship between
inhibition-related dFMC activation and activation of primary
motor cortex. If the dFMC is critical for the endogeneous inhibi-

tion of action, then its activation should be
negatively related to activation of motor
execution areas, such as primary motor
cortex. Therefore, we expected a negative
correlation for the inhibition-related
dFMC activation and the activation in pri-
mary motor cortex in inhibition trials.
Furthermore, this correlation should be
modulated by the success of the putative
inhibition process: strong inhibition
should both increase the number of inhi-
bition trials and strengthen the relation-
ship between dFMC and primary motor
activation. Activation in the dFMC and the
primary motor cortex were significantly
negatively correlated across subjects when
we controlled for each subject’s number of
inhibition trials (partial r � �0.65; p �
0.01).

Discussion
Our data suggest that inhibition of inten-
tional actions involves a fronto-median
cortical area. This area is distinct from the
areas that generate intentional actions, at-
tend to intentions, or select between alter-

natives. A number of studies have found the SMA/pre-SMA and
the CMA to be involved in intentional action (Ball et al., 1999;
Cunnington et al., 2002; Lau et al., 2004; Nachev et al., 2005).
However, the inhibition-related activation in the present study is
too dorsal to be considered as part of the CMA and clearly too
anterior to be related to the SMA/pre-SMA complex, as indicated
by probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps (Eickhoff et al., 2005).

The role of the dFMC in intentional inhibition of action
Cognitive models of inhibition have focused on inhibition of
prepotent responses to external stimuli (Logan et al., 1984; Co-
hen et al., 1990). An important distinction is made between “lat-
eral” competitive interaction between alternative representations
at a single level (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986) and inhibitory
top-down control signals from hierarchically higher brain areas
(Norman and Shallice, 1986). The first idea would be consistent
with a general decision process being involved. If the dFMC de-
cides between action and inhibition by a competitive interaction
process, then representations corresponding to the possibilities
of action and to non-action should initially both be active, lead-
ing to activation in both action trials and inhibition trials. Our
finding of minimal dFMC activation in action trials (Fig. 3B)
argues against a view of endogenous inhibition based on compet-
itive interaction between alternatives and thus is also not consis-
tent with the idea of the dFMC being involved in a general deci-
sion process. In contrast, our result is consistent with a specific
top-down control signal gating the neural pathways linking in-
tention to action. This view is supported by the negative correla-
tion between dFMC activation and primary motor cortex
activation.

This point is also supported by the anatomical finding that
activation related to inhibition was located more anteriorly than
the activation related to intentional action. The prefrontal cortex
shows an anterior–posterior functional gradient (Dreher et al.,
2002; Forstmann et al., 2005). More anterior regions are related
to higher-order intentionality, and more posterior regions are
more closely related to generating the physical action itself. We

Figure 2. A, Activation in the dFMC for the contrast of inhibition versus action trials. The z-map is thresholded at z � 3.09
( p � 0.001). B, Activation in the left anterior ventral insula for the contrast of inhibition versus action trials.

Table 1. Anatomical location of brain activation for inhibition versus action

Anatomical location Maximum z value Laterality Talairach coordinates (x, y, z)

dFMC 3.75 Left �2, 41, 32
Insula 4.71 Left �31, 8, �6
Insula 3.61 Right 32, 17, �9
STS 3.44 Left �53, �25, �3

Figure 3. A, Parameter estimates for the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal
in the pre-SMA for the three experimental conditions (inhibition, action, tone). B, Parameter
estimates for the BOLD signal in the anterior fronto-median cortex (aFMC) for the three exper-
imental conditions (inhibition, action, tone).
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therefore suggest that inhibition of intentional action involves
processes that are located higher in the hierarchy of control than
the development of the immediate action plan itself. Moreover,
the areas involved in inhibition of intentional action have been
identified by meta-analyses as playing a wider role in evaluation
and appraisal of material related to the self, including but not
restricted to motor acts (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004).

We also found a positive correlation across individuals be-
tween inhibition-related dFMC activation and the frequency of
inhibited actions. In the psychology of individual differences,
disinhibited and impulsive behavior is a crucial marker for spe-
cific personality traits that have been related to antisocial and
criminal behavior (Swann et al., 2002). However, the brain mech-
anisms involved in such behavior are still poorly understood. Our
findings suggest specific brain regions may be involved. Further-
more, inhibition of intentional actions may be closer to the un-
constrained situations of everyday action than classical response
inhibition paradigms generally used to investigate such behavior
(Horn et al., 2003).

The anterior insula and the feeling of “let down”
Although we expected an activation in the fronto-median cortex
for the inhibition condition, the activations of the ventral insula
and the STS were not predicted. Anterior insula activation has
been reported in response inhibition studies (Garavan et al.,
1999; Wager et al., 2005), but usually more dorsally than here.
Furthermore, an activation very close to the present activation
located in the mid-ventrolateral prefrontal cortex has been re-
lated to negative feedback in a Wisconsin Card Sorting task
(Monchi et al., 2001). Meta-analytic data suggest that the ventral
insula is involved in emotional rather than cognitive processes
(Wager and Feldman Barrett, 2004).

This area may evaluate afferent homeostatic information
from the body, leading to “subjective feeling states arising from
representations of bodily responses” (Damasio, 1999; Critchley
et al., 2004). Furthermore, the anterior insula has been found to
be related to the feeling of frustration (Abler et al., 2005). Can-
celing an ongoing motor intention may result in an unresolved
tension or feeling of let down. A recent study using the stop-signal
paradigm is consistent with this interpretation. Ramautar et al.
(2006) found stronger insula activation on unsuccessful stop-
signal trials for blocks with rare stop signals compared with more
frequent stop signals. They attributed this difference to the stron-
ger feeling of failure in the rare condition. This description cap-
tures nicely the report of our debriefing in which most partici-
pants reported inhibition trials to be extremely frustrating. We
suggest that insula activation represents the affective-somatic
consequences of failing to implement a strong intention.

Intentional inhibition as a crucial component of
intentional action
The inhibition of intentional action has been primarily neglected
both in the neuroscientific literature on response inhibition and
in that on intentional action. Our findings suggest that inhibition
of intentional action involves cortical areas different from, and
upstream from, the intentional generation and execution of ac-
tion. In addition, this process of “last-minute” inhibition is com-
patible with a conscious experience of intending to act. Some
parts of the inhibition process may occur after the intention to
perform an action has become conscious. For example, Libet
(Libet et al., 1983; Libet, 2004) hypothesized a “veto” allowing the
conscious mind to intervene to withhold unconsciously initiated
action plans. Because he could not find any identifiable neural

correlate of the veto process, he suggested it could involve mind–
brain causation: a “free won’t” analogous to “free will.” Our data
identify a clear neural basis for inhibiting intentions and thus
identify the neural correlate of the veto process. The hypothesis of
a special, non-neural veto process could therefore become un-
necessary. Because the initiation of action is unconscious (Libet
et al., 1983), then the initiation of inhibition may also be uncon-
scious. In addition, the poor temporal resolution of fMRI means
we cannot yet judge whether the inhibitory process could operate
in the seemingly brief interval between the time of conscious
intention and the point of no return for motor output (Libet et
al., 1983; Walton et al., 2004). Our results provide the first clear
neuroscientific basis for the widely held view that people can
refrain from doing something even if they genuinely wish to do it
(Baumeister and Exline, 1999). We speculate that the dFMC may
be involved in those aspects of behavior and personality that
reflect “self-control” (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004). Identifying
specific brain processes and regions that are central to individu-
als’ personalities, and are also of social and legal importance, may
have profound neuroethical implications.
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